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Art & Power  
…began as a radical commitment to the Artist, the Spiritualist, 
and the Child igniting, fueling, and cultivating the Innovative 

Critical Thinker and Strategist in each of us. The concept sprang 
directly from our relationships both in the field and in our local 

communities, where we found our creative lineages and practice 
to be a radical blueprint for building meaningful mutual 

relationships and therefore, our community.   

a platform dedicated to Black Wellness & Innovation.  
activated by the transformative intersections of art, science, 

spirituality, and culture.  

With COVID-19, along with artists across the U.S., we watched 
sunken-hearted, as a robust development year for A Prophet’s 
Tale faded. Prematurely, we began mourning the life of our 
project, and steadied ourselves for the financial impact of our 
nearly emptied calendars. As a family of Artists, we asked 
ourselves… 

“what if this lasts longer then we all anticipated?” 

History, 
Mission, & 
Vision
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But as the sun arose each morning… 
Our brows furrowing 
under its brilliance, 
we remembered. 

Creativity breeds Resilience.   

In response to COVID-19, we advanced our vision  

to support Artists, innovative critical thinkers, radically 
experimenting at the intersections of art, philosophy, 

spirituality, and culture to design their own 
#satelliteResidencies.  

This program centers the artist's voice and 

champions their role as innovators, by fueling artists to 
use their unique assets, networks, and ingenuity to 
forward their work, at a time when we need to hear 
from the artist, the most! 

Our assets include residential Sound & Movement 
Spaces that will house our own 7NMS| 
#SatelliteResidencies allowing us to develop our latest 
work A Prophet’s Tale through Feb 2021! 

We invite visionary organizations and funders to join us 
in this radical endeavor, by supporting either a 7NMS| 
#SatelliteResidency for A Prophet’s Tale, or our 
collective #SatelliteResidency Program. Please inquire 
for more information at:  info@7NMS.com. 

Thank you!
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